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2 power auopliod^H^^pXnc.
I ?!®xaofcsEfltiter f Yellow Spring s Instruments Co .77 .:

b«8ta switching tubes & breadboards. Burroughs Corp,
wire and connectors. Graybar tlectrio Co.
1 chair for experimental subject, tiechfc Co,
1 parts cabinet, 01m 1 3
l puls® transformer, *frecd Transformer Co*
diodes, resistors, Electronic Wholesalers, Inc,
capacitors, diodea, Capitol Radio wholesalers, Inc.
tubing, resistors, Certified Electronics, Xnc. 71
ml Part So. 1010671
dust control for magnetic tape unit
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November 1 7, 1961

‘ explains the enclosure. After read! ng
it, I would agree that it does "conform to the best current

thi nki

n

g on skin conductance, 11

ThisLiOnylbnly copy, We'll send journal reprints

when^svailable. Meanwhile, this bit (nay help some of

youtpeople who are thinking along similar lines. 1 .11 ' _1

Enclosure



Hove»ber 8, 1961
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Enclosed i 8 a copy of a paper we are subetitting
for Journal publication .

This equipment vaa developed by ua since a

suitable instrument was not available coswercially.

It Incorporates the characteristics which we find
sest desirable for our system , and conforms to the

best current thinXinq on sXin conductance.

Hope to see you soon.

Best Wishes

l
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Tbls instrument it arranged for an&log-to^dlgftal conversion and

subsequent recording on magnetic tape* and vao specifically designed for

this application. However, It can bo applied with a variety o£ readout

devices.

the instrument described here incorporates several basic

charmeteri sties

t

( 1 ) overcomes the polarization effect at the electrodes by a

continuous reversal of the direction of ; current flowing

through the subject, 2

(2) an absolute value circuit nul l ifies any ; effect which —

current reversal night have^ on^the output,

(3) covers the total range of the subject’s resistance fr©»

0-400K a3 a single channel voltage output f

(4) a high ! resolution vhich permits discrimination of changes

as small as on® pert in 2,000

.

In practice! the resolving power of this instrument is limited by

the readout"device coupled to its output, in its present app^^tion

1» Thia study was supported ^pth<

2 *
<phe initial suggestion for nullifying polarization effects by means of

current reversala

j

I
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tbisis one part in 2,043 of the resistance range covered , which represents 5

the maximum capability of an eleven-bit binary analog-to~digital converter

with a plus or minus 10 volte input,

mmtpm w
This unit utilises the constant current feedback circuit of an ill

operational amplifier to determine the skin conductance of a subject. The

l-R drop across a subject la calculated by a differential amplifier which

algebraically adds the voltage at one side of the subject to the Inverted

voltage at the other side,! Zi:

A multivibrator current-switching circuit la used to reverse the

current flow through the subject , thus preventing electrode polarization.

Due to the current reversal through tho subject, an absolute value

circuit is added-tdlkeep the output of the differential amplifier positive

at all times.

The electrode#use<rwith this instrument are two 2inc-zinc sulfate

electrodes
,

2 cm. in diameter, and mountediti lueite cups , and are attached

to the volar surface of the subject's left metacarpus and forearm.

The output voltage of tho absolute value circuit , when divided into

the constant subject current (SQua), equal 3 the subject's conductance!

3 • 1 .

8

The subject current t vhlch remaino constant after being adjusted, is

5Qua. This current reoulta in an output voltage between 0 to 20 volts

for resistance readings of less than 4QQ70Q0 ohms .
" rr --

Bach amplifier has a shorting switch and balance circuit in Its input.

A front panel switch and meter are available to read the outputs of each



amplifier vMeh can thereby be balanced Individual ly without other test

equipment.

Precision resistors (150 ..'of 100,000 ©has, 50,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms,

10,000 ©has, 5,000 ©has, and 2,500 ©hma may be switched into the feedback,

circuit of the constant current iapUfief when cal ibratlon la desired,

APPARATUS 7

Constant Current amplifier . The constant current amplifier consists

of a Philbrick K2-W operational amplifier, a ghllbrlck K2-P stabilizing

amplifier, aakeoiated f^dba^Tlind input resistogfl. If it is not

desirable to have a cbopped PC current at 00 pulse s pegsaeondthrough the

PhilbricX K2-P may be replaced vlth standard biasing resistors. Great

care must then be exercised in balancing this circuit.

The input circuit voltage divider uses a 10,000 oh® potentiometer to

set the current flow through a 270,000 ©ha input resistor. If the current

flow through this resistor is set at 40ua, then the feedback current flow

through the 250,000 ohm feedback resistor, which connects to the summing

point of the amplifier, will also be 40u*. This is duo to the feedback

characteristics of the operational amplifier. Forty microamperes flowing

through a 250,000 oha resistor will cause a ten volt potential to be present

at the one megohm input resistor of tho inverter portion of the differential

amplifier. Ten volts dropped across a one aegoha resistor produces a

current flow of ten ua. The combination of tha 40ua current and the ten ua

current both flow through the subj cot. With the subjset resistance at less

than 400,000 ohms, the current flow through the subject is 50ua at all times.

The input voltage to the second half of the differential amplifier is then

50 (ua) times thesubjcct resistance plus ten volts.
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Assume the subject resistance to £ks lOO.QOOchres, The voltage on.

the input side of the subject will be ten volts. The voltage on th®

output side of the subject will be §xl0“5 arapefts times 1x10* thms*

or $ volts.

Multivibrator Current Switching Circuit, This circuit consists

n

of a PbilbricX X2-w operational amplifier, a SALS dual»dicde f and

associated caguicltors and:feelstogs.

The K2-W is wired ag a typical multivibrator circuit with charge

capacitors of 4«f» 0.4af , I0 t 2»f , ^hd 0.1of, wired to a front panel

switch * These capacitors causa the K2*v» output forgo positive and then

negative at a rate of OTlTcps, lcoa, 2cos or 4 cycles per second

respectively, depoadino on the switch position. A positive or negative

going external synchronising signal may bo imposed upon the multivibrator

through a fitting connected to the input grid.

When the output of the multivibrator goos positive, pinto 2 of

the dhhS diode switch goes positive* This effectively causes a

positive potential on the cathode of both diodes. Plate 1 of the 6AtS 1

has no current flow at this time because its associated cathode Is

positive* When the multivibrator swings negative, plate 2 of the diode

becomes negative and thud cuts off. Cathodes 1 and 2 become negative

due to the 3G0 volt voltage*divider network in thin circuit. Current

then flows from cathode 2 to plate 2 , down through two 270,000 ohm

resistors, and a 100,000 ohm balance potentiometer to ground, A negative

potential is established at the junction of the 270,000 ohm diode plate

resistor and the 270,000 ohm resistor which is connected to the balance



potentiometer, This negative potential counteracts the positive

potential at the sinning point of the constant current amplifier and

produces an algebraic sum of equal hut opposite voltage . The current

flow through the subject is then §Oua in the reverse direction,

PlfferentfalAmPlUlcre , The two-stage differential amplifier

consists of two Phllbrlck K2-w operational amplifiers, two Phllbrick

K2*P stabilising amplifiers , and associated feedback and Input resistors.

The X2-P chopper amplifiers are requisite to obtaining the desired

accuracy and resolution, Each amplifier has an amplification factor

of one i " Rf x Zin. fhe^ten volts present^at the input side

Rin

of tha subject are inverted through the first of 'these amplifiers and

introduced at one of the sua&lnq input resistoraof the second amplifier.

The voltage developed on the output side of the subj

e

ct is fed to the

other summing input resistor, The output of the i second amplifier goes

negative and positive as the current is reversed through the, subject

,

and has a voltage value representing tha algebraic difference between

the two input voltages i Bout » Rf x Rf x Eg.

Bin Rin

The output ' voltage of the differential amplifiers has a range of

*20 to 020 volts,

Absolute Value Circuit , The absolute value circuit Keeps the output

positive at all: tines. Thia circuit consists of two Philbrick K2-YJ

operational amplifiers, two Philbrick K2-P stabilizing amplifiers, a

6AL5 dual-diode^ a 1N33A diode, and associated resistors and capacitors.
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is applied through * 250,000 dial input resistor end the equal negative

voltage frets the first hal f of the absolute valua circult ajopllflcr

is applied through a 125,000 oh» input resistor, The resulting output

from the second amplifier is a positive voltage equal to the positive

output of the differential amplifier, t



The pine or sinus 20 volte output of the differential amplifier

•are applied to the 250,000 oh® input resistor* of both amplifiers which

sake up the absolute value circuit, If the output Is negative , the

output of the operational iawpllfier with the 5M3 switching diode in

its feedback circuit goes positive to the ease value • The cathode of

the output diode io then positive and cuts off, Tho same positive output

is also applied through a 50,000 ohm resistor to the plate of the

feedback diode causing-it toconduct , and thus reduce the summing point

of the amplifier to rero volts. The 125,000 oh» input resistor to the

second operational amplifier la kept at ground level by tho 1H38A to

ground. With a feedback resistor of 250,000 ohms in the second amplifier,

it gives an output of aocae positive voltage equal to the negative input

«

The resistance of the subject can bo calculated by the formula

R *• 50ua x Sont*: This is only true if tho final amplifier feedback

resistance is 250,000 ohaa. If this value is doubled, the voltage output

sauat be divided by twoj or if halved, multiplied by two, etc,

If the output of^theTdifferential^iaplirfler^goes positive, the

output of the first amplifier goes negative and the cathode of the : :

output diode goes negative. This negative voltage is applied to the

125,000 ©ha input resistor of the second amplifier as the diode plate

draws current. The negative voltage on the plate of the feedback diode

cats it off and only tho 250,000 ohm feedback resistor is in the

circuit. This causes an amplification of one through the first amplifier.

The input to the second amplifier la then composed of two equal but

opposite voltages.— The positive output of the differential amplifier
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Project Title* Compute*

Principal Investigator*

Total estimates cost*

r analysis of bioelectric response

$47, 500: for 12 month#

Preferred starting date; November 15, I960

Duration: 12, aeath* : _ HI

Brief* Hina separate indices of psychophysiological reaction

will bo analyzedfor their relative efficacy in cUscrlmlnating

stimuli of different arousal value* to the source. Rapid and

accurate evaluation of the psychophysiologic responses wi 11 be l
facilitated by computer analysis of these data . A var1e

t

y of

physiologic, motivational and expectations! conditions of

the source, context settings » and types of stimuli wi 1 1 be :

tested to determine their efficiency in differentiating between
critical ancl neutral stimuli.

Retirement j

The ordinary interviewer i s handicapped by his inability:
to determine the kind of information carried by his informant.

Once the interviewer can obtain a trustworthy catalog of

information possessed by his source, his powerand sXillusually
enable him to elicit it. If the source can remain unaware

that an index of his private memories is available to the

interviewer, it might prove an added advantage to the interviewers
This project^ proposes to devlso the methods which will place

1istings of the sources 1 knowledge, with or without thei

r

awareness, into the hands of the interviewers ,

jbses&9£&

The study seeXs to differentiate the reactions of sources

to critical ar^ neutral^timuli. Tit is^ thoirefore^ necessary to ^
equate the stimuli^ in all aspects except their = significance and

personal meaning to the subject. There are several ways of

controlling the. personal significance of stimuli* (a) by

conditioning, (b) by embedding the stimuli in a confllctual

context, and (c) by an independent measure of the inherent

arouaal j/ahue of various stimuli to the subject , By varying . :



the intensity and duration of the stimuli, they can be

presented tooth below and"above the subject 'a threshold of

awareness,

A ntuaber ofdifferent reactions toy the subject to criti-

cal and neutral stimuli will be recorded, nesting muscle

action potential wltage8 frc«i the frontalis muscles will toe

amplified toy two cascaded^low-level ^
differential A.C. pre-

amplifiers, This signal is then rectified and integrated

toy a constant-voltage integrator which is sampled by the

sampling switch and reset toy a signal from the A-D converter,

following the completed conversion of the voltage, at regular

0,1 second interval17:

A cardintaehoraeter wiII convert the interval between

KC<3 a spikes to an analog voltage, representative of inter- I

systole time, which wlll to^aiwpVed every 0.25 seconds,

Finger pulse amplitude wi 11 be derived 1 fro^ a piezo-

electric transducer. amplffild h^n^OferehtiallA^TTa^Ii* TT

fier, held at its maximum during the interpulse period toya

peak follower, sampled at intervale of 0, 25
1

seconds,: and

reset by a aignal from the negative phase og the ECU a spike

which precedes the next pulse.

Changes in eheatr^lrcua^cre^ activate a single-

turn, linear, precision potentiometer, which as part of a

bridge circuit will provide a rough index of respiratory

excursions i This measure will be correlated with tidal and

minute volume » The amplified D,C< voltage wi 1 1 be sampled —
every 0.1 second to provide a full description of the res-

—

piration cycles;r""

With the subject In the feedback loop of an amplifier

and a constant 100 uamperes across him, skin resistance

changes of one part in 1,000 will be picked up bya dlfferen-

tial D.C. amplifier, and sampled at 0.1 second intervals,

Non-determlnable measurement errors, due to, the polarization

of the electrodes, will be eliminated by reversing the polarity

of the constant current supplyZeyery 0,5 second,

Skin temperature will be measured with a thermistor,

forming part of a D.C. bridge, This slowly changing signal

is sampled every 0.25 second.

rs



Changes in body-weight shi it wi11 bo picked up by a
pressure transducer, amplified, rectified, integrated and
reset at 0,25 second intervals.

Reaction time vill be recorded to the nearest millisecond
by a chronometer with four binary-coded decimal decades. This
information will be transferred directly to the tape without
going through the A-D converter.

'

;

The other analog channels will be converted into digital
information and recorded on digital magnetic tape for analysis
by digital computer. The physiologic reactions associated with
each stimulus constitute a block of about 2,000 thirty-six
bit words, which vill be read into the computer one block at ...

a time. The computer will unpack these data by sorting the
prestiraulua and poatit.ulus reactions for each physiologic
variable, Required transformations of scores will be made.
It will then compute normalized pre-postimulu

s

diffepence8 1

for each c*annel77^Mng of the poftinHlSa^ 7^777^^ 7

reactions on the prestimuluo responses into account. These
differences form the basis for a statistical analysis of any
particular experiment. The advantages o£ such analysis will
probably be reflected in saving of time, increased accuracy,
greater flexibility, and more detailed examination of a wider
range of physiologic response variables and experimental con-
ditions.

Background History

The proposed research If

:ract i
.

detailed plans for ithe design and:

constructTon of the equipment required to carry out this study
have been made. Much thought has gone into devising the best
method for recording and analysing the data to bo collected.
An experiment is -now underway to study the response of subjects
with inherently different perceptual orientations, under several

experimental

l

y Imposed physiologic conditions , to cri tleal and
neutral words of the type useful to the proposed study. The
experience derived fro® this experiment is directly applicable
to and provides the foundation for the proposed centinuation,



statement o£ ,,- .;: :

1, General

This project will seek to identify symbols of special

significance to human sources by recording and analysing a
varictv of involuntarv respongea of the sources. In order to

Have accurate in the shortest

possible time, computer processing will be attempted for data

_

reduction and analysis. It Is expected that this analysis will

provide a basis for the differential weighting of the various

response channels, which will maximize the differentiation

between critical and neutral stimuli

,

2. Specific :

a. Involuntary responses ^

The source reactions which will be studied are

i

Muscle action potential voltage
;

Intersystole time
Finger pulse amplitude
Respiration cycle duration and amplitude -

Skin resistance
Skin temperature ^

Body-weight shifts
Reaction time ,

b.

\

c.

Recording of responses

A continuous sampling of responses will bo recorded

immediately and directly on digital magnetic tape in a

format =suitable for digital computer To

permit^ the:uninterrupted recording of an experimental

session on a siwle reel of tape, it is desirable to

reduce the sampling rate through analog editing of the

several data:channela prior to the analog to digital

conversion of the information. The source's reactions

will be monitored on an oscillograph while they are

being recorded on tape.

Data conversion _

Conversion of the data into digital form will be

accomplished by electronic equipment consisting of a

sampling switch, an analog to digital converter^

a

1
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format control, a tape control, digital writ# electronics,

and a digital tape recorder , !

d. Data analysis

;
A digital computer program wl 11 be written to

accomplish the statistical analysis o£ the experimental

runs. ------ -

e, Nature of stimuli i

Sjw^ls ^tched lftTall respects
:
except their per-

sonal signlf

i

^ancilhQ^^ wil1 be employed,

The ‘ intensity and duration of the stimuli will cover

a range well below and above the subj act' s threshold
of awareness , using the ascending method of limits, I :

The inherent personal significance of the symbols will

be ascertained, or such significance: will be inculcated

experimentally.

£ , Experimental conditions

Condition# of requiring a verbal , motoric, or
no response fr<» the subject will be: investigated. The
freedom whichthe subject exercises over his voluntary
responses, and the effect on producing response con-

7

flict are also of interest » Feedback of the success

of tho experimenter^# discrimihation; to the subject
deserves careful study. In addition ^ the context of
the experimental setting and the subject's involve-
mnt in it are very important.

g. Subject variables

Autonomically stabllesubjecta are likely to

react very differently than autonomlcallylablle
subjects. Also, alert, perceptually sensitive sub-

jects can be expected to behave ^cither differently =
7
^

than repressive, insensitive subjects. There may be

further age , sex, background and experience differences.

The
;

physiologic state of the organism to the extent
to which it influences <3iS activity^# another factor

to be considered. 1
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h, Discriminative potency

The value of the several physiologic variables

as <Uacylmlnators betveen critical and neutral stimuli LI

under^ various experimental conditions will be assessed,

with a view toward attaching appropriate beta-weights

to each variable. The cross-validation of these aul-

tipia correlations la probably beyond the acope of the

present contract.

Equipment

Equipment on hand at the present time consists of a siK-

channel oscillograph with drive amplifiers, ani analogJ;o_ =

digital converter (Epsco Datr&c), a cardlotacboraeter , and a

number of electrodes, araplijelers, integrators and power supplies

for the various analog data channels,

Equipment to bo purchased Includes a tape transport with

digital write electronics, exponent i^rts for
,

the analdgjtdl77V ^
digital conversion aystea, a shielded enclosure, and some

additional transducers, amplifiers and integrators for other

analog channels. .'“““TTTVI. ;
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S£b*£ 1nfopwat^QQ •

•The organisation is able to finance contracts in the

amount of $50 ,000 . ;

The organ!ration is not prepared to participate in this —
project.

This research is unclassified

,

: _:

h proposal has not been submitted to any other agency for

support.

The bidder represents t (a j that he has notemployed or •

retained any company or person (other than a full-time bona

fide employee working solely for the bidder) to solicit or -

secure this contract and (b) that he has not paid or agreed

to pay to any
;
company or person (other than a full-time; bona

fid® employee; working sololy for the bidder) any fee, commie-

ston, percentage or brokerage fee, contingent upon or resulting

from the award of this contract* and agrees to furnish infor-

nation relating thereto as requested by the contracting officer.
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